


Tourists unfamiliar with the area rely on cellular data/internet access to help find their way
around, if there is an emergency weak or non-existent signal creates a situation where
needed help can not be notified fast enough.
Second, the large number of tourists strains what signal and cellular resources are available to
the point that many times, especially on a weekend, the available cellular systems are so
congested and bogged down that it is a significant hindrance to even being able to utilize the
current cellular telecommunication systems.

More Capacity in the form of a new tower would go a long way in addressing current capacity issues,
in addition to reaching many areas that are currently not adequately serviced by what is currently
available.  If there is an accident on the lake and cellular service is not available for a 911 call, then
there is a large risk of harm to human life and safety.
I feel this is a life safety issue in addition to a convenience issue as well as people just need access to
the internet anymore for many of their daily activities.
Luckily I have access to decent internet at my business and home, however there is a significant
number of people that express a desperate need for better internet access even for daily life.
We have school kids in this area that can not even do their homework at home due to the lack of
internet at their home.
Please strongly consider approving this addition to the cellular telecommunications coverage to our
area.  Approving this tower would help an immense number of residents as well as tourists.
 
Please consider my response as being from both the viewpoint of a local business and a local
resident.
 
Store address:
David Dillman
Rough River Hardware
9307 South Highway 259
McDaniels, KY 40152
 
Home Address:
David Dillman
25 Patriots Path Lane
Falls of Rough, KY 40119
 
 
Thank you,
David Dillman
Rough River Hardware
9307 South Highway 259
McDaniels, KY 40152
www.RoughRiverHardware.com

Store:

 








